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Symbols

A[[T ]], ring of formal power series
with coefficients in A, 18

AK , algebra obtained by extension
of scalars, 89

Â, formal completion of A for the
I-adic topology, 18

Ann(M), annihilator of a module
M , 13

AnnF , annihilator of an
OX -module F , 173

Ass(M), set of associated prime
ideals of M , 253

A?, set of invertible elements of a
ring A, 45

a(X), Abelian rank of a curve, 315
〈·, ·〉s, symmetric bilinear form on

Divs(X)R, 385
CaCl(X), group of Cartier divisors

modulo linear
equivalence, 257

codim(Z, X), codimension of Z in
X, 70

CX/Y , conormal sheaf of X in
Y , 229

d-uple embedding, 176, 210
D(f), open subset associated to a

function f , 27
D+(f), open subset associated to a

homogeneous element
f , 51

D · E, intersection of a divisor D
with a vertical divisor
E, 383

degk D, degree of a Cartier divisor
D, 275

degk L, degree of an invertible
sheaf, 282

degtrk K, transcendence degree of
K over k, 74

∆X/Y , diagonal morphism, 101
∆W , discriminant of a Weierstrass

model, 446
depth M , depth of a module, 335
DerA(B, M), derivations of B into

M , 210
dim A, dimension of a ring A, 70
dim X, dimension of a topological

space X, 69
dimx X, dimension of X at

x ∈ X, 69
Div(X), group of Cartier

divisors, 256
Divs(X), group of divisors with

support in Xs, 381
Divs(X)R, real vector space

Divs(X)⊗Z R, 385
div(f), principal Cartier divisor

associated to a rational
function, 256

Div+(X), effective Cartier
divisors, 256

div(s), Cartier divisor associated to
a rational section of an
invertible sheaf, 266

D|E , restriction of a Cartier divisor
to a closed subscheme
E, 377

E2, self-intersection of a vertical
divisor E, 383
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f × g, product of two
morphisms, 80

fS′ , morphism obtained by base
change S′ → S, 81

f?G, pull-back of a sheaf of
modules, 163

ΦE , group of components of the
Néron model of E, 497

F(n), twist of F , 166
Frac(A), total ring of fractions, 255
Fs, pull-back of F to a fiber, 201
f?D, inverse image of a Cartier

divisor, 262
f?Z, direct image of a cycle, 271
F ⊗OX G, tensor product of two

OX -modules, 158
F|U , restriction of a sheaf to an

open subset U , 34
F∨, dual of an OX -module, 173
FX , absolute Frobenius, 94
FX/S , relative Frobenius, 94
g(X), genus of a smooth projective

curve, 280
G0, identity component of an

algebraic group G, 496
Ga, additive group scheme, 299
Gm, multiplicatve group

scheme, 299
grm(A), graded ring associated to

an ideal m, 135
HomOX

(F ,G), sheaf of
homomorphisms from F
to G, 172

Hp(X,F), Čech cohomology group
of F , 182

ht(I), height of an ideal I, 70√
I, radical of an ideal I, 27

ix(D, E), intersection number of D
and E at x, 377

j(E), modular invariant of an
elliptic curve, 500

k(ν), residue field of a valuation
ν, 355

K(X), field of rational
functions, 66

k(x), residue field at a point x, 37

KX/S , canonical divisor on a
fibered surface
X → S, 389

L(D), global sections of
OX(D), 280

l(D), dimension of L(D), 280
lengthA(M), length of an A-module

M , 258
Ln, nth tensor power of an

invertible sheaf, 169
M ⊗A N , tensor product over A, 2
Mf , localization of M at f , 10
Mp, localization of M at a prime

ideal p, 10
M [α], the α-torsion elements of

M , 198
Mor(X,Y ), set of morphisms from

X to Y , 48
MorS(X,Y ), set of morphisms of

S-schemes from X to
Y , 81

µx(D), multiplicity of a
hypersurface at a point
x, 401

multx(D), multiplicity of a Cartier
divisor at a point x, 260

multx(Z), multiplicity of a cycle at
a point x, 267

nG, multiplication by n in a
commutative group
G, 307

NX/Y , normal sheaf of X in Y , 229
OK , valuation ring of K, 107
Ωr

X/Y , differential forms of order
r, 238

Ω1
X/Y or Ω1

X , sheaf of relative
differential forms, 216

ωX/Y , dualizing (or canonical)
sheaf, 239

OX , structure sheaf, 37
O(I)

X , direct sum indexed by I, 158
OX(n), twist of OX , 165
p-adic integers, 18
P(V ), projective space associated to

a vector space V , 54
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pa(X), arithmetic genus of a curve
X, 280

pa(Z), arithmetic genus of a
vertical divisor Z, 431

pg(X), geometric genus, 280
Pic(X), Picard group, 173
Pic0(X), group of divisors of degree

0, 300, 307, 430
π0(X), scheme of connected

components of X, 496
Pn

A, projective space over a ring
A, 50

Pn
S , projective space over a scheme

S, 82
Proj B, set of homogeneous prime

ideals of a graded
algebra, 51

Proj B, scheme associated to a
graded algebra, 53

ProjB, scheme associated to a
homogeneous sheaf of
algebras, 321

Rad(A), radical of A, 9
Reg(X), set of regular points of

X, 131
Rpf?F , higher direct image of a

sheaf F , 189
Sing(X), set of singular points of

X, 131
sp(X), underlying topological space

of a scheme X, 81
Spec A, spectrum of A, 26
SpecA, spectrum of a

quasi-coherent
OX -algebra, 175

Spec ϕ, morphism of schemes
associated to a ring
homomorphism ϕ, 28

s|V , restriction of a section s to an
open subset V , 34

SuppD, support of a Cartier
divisor, 260

SuppF , support of a sheaf F , 40
SuppM , support of a module, 336
SuppZ, support of a cycle, 267
sx, germ of a section s, 35

Tf,x, tangent map, 126
t(X), toric rank of a curve, 315
u(X), unipotent rank of curve, 315
V (f), principal closed subset

associated to f , 27, 75
V (I), closed subset defined by an

ideal I, 26
V (J ), closed subscheme associated

to a quasi-coherent sheaf
of ideals, 164

V+(I), closed subset defined by a
homogeneous ideal I, 51

νΓ, valuation associated to a closed
irreducible subset Γ of
codimension 1, 354

νξ, valuation associated to a point
of codimension 1, 354

{x}, Zariski closure of {x}, 64
X(K), set of points of X with

values in a field K, 92
X(S), set of sections of an

S-scheme X, 49
Xf , open subset of X associated to

a function f ∈ OX(X), 44
χk(F), Euler–Poincaré

characteristic of a
coherent sheaf F , 205

XS′ , S′-scheme obtained by base
change S′ → S, 81

X(p), twist by the Frobenius, 94
Xred, reduced scheme associated to

X, 60
Xs, open subset defined by a

section s of an invertible
sheaf on X, 166

X ×S Y , fibered product of the
S-schemes X, Y , 80

Z(I), set of common zeros of the
polynomials contained in
I, 31

Z(P1, . . . , Pm), set of common zeros
of the polynomials
P1, . . . , Pm, 30

Z0(X), group of 0-cycles on X, 398
Z1(X), group of cycles of

codimension 1 on X, 267
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A

Abelian rank of a curve, 315, 317,
521, 531, 555

Abelian variety, 299
good reduction, 502
models, 456
potential good reduction, 502
semi-Abelian reduction,

see reduction
torsion points, 300

Abhyankar’s theorem on the
desingularization of
surfaces, 362

Abhyankar’s theorem on the
exceptional locus of
birational morphisms, 411

absolute value, 467
Adjunction formula, 239
adjunction formula, 390
affine line, 27, 43
affine morphism, 111, 172, 191

and base change, 194
affine open subset, 44

complement has codimension
1, 124

of a projective space, 78
of an affine space, 78

affine scheme, 43
and quasi-coherent

sheaves, 160
cohomology of sheaves, 186
is separated, 101
Serre’s criterion, 187

affine space, 47
open subset, 192

affine variety, 56
algebra, 5

finite, 29
finitely generated, 20, 29
flat, 6
graded, 20
homogeneous, 53
simple, 227

algebraic group, 308, 315;
see also group scheme

algebraic set, 30
and rational points, 49

algebraic variety, 56
complete, 108
Jacobian criterion of

smoothness, 130
proper, 106, 110, 113
smooth, 141–142, 219, 220;

see also smooth morphism
algebraization of coherent

sheaves, 553
alteration, 361, 374, 407
ample divisor, 266; see also ample

sheaf
on a curve, 316
the support is connected, 266

ample sheaf, 169–178, 194, 197, 198
on a curve, 306
on a projective scheme over a

Dedekind scheme, 205
on a proper scheme, 197

annihilator, 13, 173
approximation theorem, 379, 531
arcwise connectedness, 331
arithmetic surface, 353

minimal, 418, 423–424
relatively minimal, 418
smooth, 368–370, 388, 418,

526
with normal crossings, 404,

406–408, 425, 426, 530
Artin–Rees lemma, 21
associated point, 254
associated prime ideal, 253
automorphisms

of a curve, 301
of a minimal arithmetic

surface, 418
of a projective space, 176
of a stable curve, 520, 529
of models, 460

B

base change, 81
base point, 176
Betti number, 472
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Betti number (continued)
of the dual graph associated to

a curve, 511
Bézout identity, 384
birational map, 113

and base change, 146, 194
of normal fibered

surfaces, 354–355
of smooth fibered surfaces, 370

birational morphism, 96, 305
and blowing-up, 328, 332
and dimension, 334
and multiplicities, 410
and Picard groups, 408
decomposition into a sequence

of blowing-ups, 395
elimination of

indeterminacy, 396
exceptional locus,

see exceptional locus
of normal fibered

surfaces, 369–371, 417
of regular fibered surfaces, 395
quasi-finite, 151
to a Dedekind scheme, 124
to a normal scheme, 201
to a regular scheme, 272

blowing-up, 318–332
along a closed point, 402
along a regular closed

subscheme, 325
and finite morphisms, 344
universal property, 324

branch locus, 291, 347

C

canonical divisor, 283, 389; see also
dualizing sheaf

on a curve, 283, 289
on a fibered surface, 389, 429

canonical map, 289, 297
canonical model, 440, 457
canonical sheaf, 239;

see also dualizing sheaf
Cartier divisor, 256

effective, 256
Castelnuovo’s criterion, 416
catenary ring, 332–333
catenary scheme, 333
Cayley–Hamilton identity, 122
Chevalley’s theorem, 154
Chow’s lemma, 110, 196
class group, 59, 268
closed fiber, 84, 347
closed immersion, 38, 39, 155, 164
closed point, 27

a scheme without closed
point, 115

in an algebraic variety, 61, 77
closed subscheme, 47

of a projective scheme, 53
of an affine scheme, 47

cochain, 180
alternating, 180

codifferent, 250, 290
codimension, 70, 76, 333;

see also height
Cohen–Macaulay, see module, ring,

scheme
coherent sheaf, 161

direct image, 163
finiteness of cohomology, 196
higher direct image, 196
on a projective scheme, 167

cohomological flatness, 209, 210,
385, 393

cohomology (Čech), 182
cohomology and flat base

change, 190
complete intersection, 207

and duality
is cohomologically flat
is geometrically connected

completion, see formal completion
completion of a curve
complex

exact
component group, see group of

components
conductor
conic
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conic (continued)
good reduction
reduction
regular model

connected component
constructible subset
contraction–360, 371–372, 430–437,

450
of (−2)-curves, 440, 447, 516
of exceptional

divisors, 416–417
coordinates, system of, 129
covering, 544
cup product, 194
curve, 76, 275

(−1)-curve, 412
(−2)-curve, 434
a proper curve over a field is

projective, 316
a regular proper flat curve over

a Dedekind domain is
projective, 353

affine, 316
affine plane, 303
completion, 125, 546
flat curve over a scheme, 347
normal but not smooth, 278
of arithmetic genus ≤ 0,

see conic
projective plane, 111, 280, 301
semi-stable, see semi-stable

curve
stable, see stable curve

cycle, 252, 267
direct image, 271, 396
of codimension 1, 267
positive, 267
prime, 267
restriction to an open

subset, 269
support, 267

D

de Jong’s theorem on
alteration, 407

decomposition group, 146, 532
Dedekind domain, 11, 115, 344
Dedekind scheme, 115–116

is regular, 128
open subscheme, 123

degeneration, 84
degree

of a Cartier divisor, 275
of a divisor in a projective

space, 287
of a finite morphism, 176
of an invertible sheaf, 282
transcendence, 74

Deligne–Mumford’s theorem on
stable reduction, 533

depth, 335–345
derivation, 210, 218
derived functor, 185
desingularization, 361

a scheme without
desingularization, 374

embedded resolution, 404
in the strong sense, 361
minimal, 424

determinant, 236, 241
differential, 178
differential forms, 127, 216;

see also relative
differential forms

of higher order, 238
dilatation, 395
dimension, 69–78, 96, 144, 333–335

and surjective morphism, 111
and surjective morphisms, 77
formula, 333
of a ring, 70
of a topological space, 69
of a toric group, 313
of a unipotent group, 307
of fibers, 137, 154–155
relative, 240
virtual relative, 240

discrete valuation ring, 64, 107
extension with prescribed

residue field, 517
discriminant, 446
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divisor
canonical, see canonical divisor
Cartier, see Cartier divisor
horizontal, 349
linear equivalence, 268
numerically effective, 423
of poles, 269
of zeros, see zeros divisor
vertical, 350
Weil, 268
with normal crossings,

see normal crossings
with strictly normal

crossings, 378
domination

a ring dominating a
subring, 107
a scheme dominating another

one, 330
dual graph of a curve, 473, 511
duality, 243–247, 282

for global complete
intersections, 250

dualizing sheaf, 243, 389;
see also canonical divisor

and birational morphisms, 403
degree, 283
of a semi-stable curve, 509
of a stable curve, 510–511
of the projective space, 242
on the canonical model, 440

Dynkin diagrams, 476

E

Eisenstein polynomial, 116
elimination of indeterminacy, 113,

396
elliptic curve, 217;

see also hyperelliptic curve
differential forms, 218
dualizing sheaf on the minimal

regular model, 423, 447
filtration on the rational

points, 498
genus, 280

group of components, 497
has a hyperelliptic

involution, 288
integral equation, 442
is an Abelian variety, 491
minimal discriminant, 447
minimal regular model, 447
minimal Weierstrass

model, 447, 449
Néron model, 494
potential semi-stable

reduction, 501
reduction of the minimal

regular model, 485
Weierstrass equation, 442
Weierstrass model, 442, 445

elliptic equation, 297
embedded point, 254
end vertex, 471
equidimensional, 138, 154, 234, 335
étale

homomorphism, 139
morphism, 139–141, 152, 176,

225
quasi-section, 227
standard, 152
topology, 223

Euler–Poincaré characteristic, 205,
279

exact sequence, 4
excellent ring, 342–344
excellent scheme, 342–347, 361–362
exceptional divisor, 412, 416–417
exceptional locus, 272, 397, 411
extension

purely inseparable, 89–90, 106,
214
separable, 89, 215, 226, 342

extension of morphisms from a
normal scheme to a proper
scheme, 118

extension of scalars, 3
exterior algebra, 236

F

Fermat curve, 550
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fiber of a morphism, 83
fibered product, 78

universal property, 78
fibered surface

minimal, 418
normal, 347
over a Dedekind scheme, 347
regular, 347
relatively minimal, 418
the set of regular points of

a, 342
field, finitely generated, 78
filtration, 16, 20, 498
flat homomorphism, 6
flatness, 6–15, 137, 144–145, 176,

207, 235, 346, 347
is a local property, 10
of a quotient algebra, 14, 139
over a Dedekind domain, 11
over a Dedekind scheme, 137

formal completion, 18–24, 344
and action of a group, 146
does not change the

dimension, 132
of a local ring of a semi-stable

curve, 512
of a regular local ring is

regular, 132
of a semi-local ring, 146
of a topological group, 17

formal fiber, 341, 469–482
formal functions (theorem on), 200
formal group, 482
formal power series, 18
Frobenius, 94–100, 302, 394

absolute, 94
and differentials, 226
and flatness, 145
and semi-stable curves, 532
is purely inseparable, 208
relative, 94

function
meromorphic, 255
rational, 66
regular, see regular function

function field, 66, 78, 278

fundamental divisor, 436–438, 450

G

generic fiber, 83, 347
genus, 282

arithmetic, 280, 393
geometric, 280

geometric multiplicity, 392, 409
geometrically connected, 90–351,

496
geometrically integral, 90–99, 144,

369
geometrically irreducible, 90–99,

421
geometrically reduced, 90–99, 106,

131, 209, 369
geometrically regular, 341
germ, see section
glueing

morphisms, 40
schemes, 50
sheaf, 40

going-down theorem, 545
good reduction, 462–464, 479, 502,

545
potential, 465, 505, 548, 551

grading, 20
graph, 471; see also dual graph

branch in a graph, 476
of a birational map, 113
of a morphism, 111
of a rational map, 112

Grothendieck‘s vanishing
theorem, 188

group
divisible, 538
uniquely `-divisible, 538

group of components, 496, 538,
541, 554

group scheme, 298–300, 303
additive, 299
commutative, 299
multiplicative, 299
toric, 313
unipotent, 307, 317
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H

height, 70
Henselian discrete valuation

ring–469
Henselian ring, 360
Henselization, 360
higher direct image, 189, 204, 209
Hilbert polynomial, 284
Hodge index theorem, 383
homogeneous algebra, 53
homogeneous coordinates, 54
homogeneous element, 20
homogeneous ideal, 50
homomorphism

étale, see étale homomorphism
finite, 29
flat, see flat homomorphism
integral, 29, 33, 70
local, 38

horizontal divisor, 349
Hurwitz formula, 290
hyperelliptic curve, 288, 293

bad reduction, 466, 480
equation, 297
good reduction, 464, 480
involution, 295

I

I-adic topology, 16
idempotent, 67
identity component, 496, 504
image

scheme-theoretic, 58
immersion, 96, 200

closed, 38, 45, 114
open, 38, 45
regular, see regular immersion

index of a curve, 393
inertia group, 146, 526, 532
integral closure, 120, 330, 340, 345;

see also normalization
integral equation, 29
intersection number, 376, 383
inverse limit, 16

universal property, 16

inverse system, 16
irreducible component, 62–63, 97

geometric, 97
isolated point, 56
isomorphism and base change, 194

J

Jacobian conjecture, 134
Jacobian criterion, 130, 134, 147

for projective varieties, 134
Jacobian matrix, 130
Jacobian variety, 300, 504, 542
Jordan–Hölder theorem, 258

K

Kähler differentials, see relative
differential forms

Klein curve, 479, 551
Krull’s principal ideal theorem, 72
Krull’s theorem on the intersection

of submodules, 21

L

l.c.i., see local complete intersection
Leibniz rule, 210
length

of a module, 258–259,
262–265, 275
of a path, 472

Leray acyclicity theorem, 183
lifting

infinitesimal, 225
of a closed point, 468
of rational points, 224
of the formal structure, 235

local complete intersection, 232,
338, 339, 438, 451, 510

local ring, 9
localization, 9
Lüroth’s theorem, 293

M

meromorphic functions, 255
Mittag–Leffler condition, 24
model, 456
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model (continued)
canonical, see canonical model
minimal regular, 418, 422, 455
morphism, 418, 455
of P1

K , 482; see also conic
of a surface, 418
of algebraic curves, 455
regular, 455
relatively minimal, 418
semi-stable, see semi-stable

model
smooth, 455
stable, see stable model
with normal crossings, 455,

456, 503, 534, 552
modular curve, 551
modular invariant, 500
module

Artinian, 259
Cohen–Macaulay, 337, 346
differential, 178
faithful, 122
faithfully flat, 13
flat, 6, 11, 193;

see also flatness
graded, 20, 164
of relative differential forms,

see relative differential
forms

simple, 213, 258, 264
torsion-free, 8

monoidal transformation, 395
morphism

affine, see affine morphism
birational, see birational

morphism
closed, 104
constant, 137
diagonal, 101, 216
dominant, 67, 86, 99, 278
étale, see étale morphism
faithfully flat, 145
finite, 113–114, 155, 176, 194,

246, 302
finite and birational, 362

flat, 136–139, 145;
see also flatness

generically étale, 227
generically separable, 227, 249
image, 99
integral, 113, 120, 545
into a projective scheme, 57,

169
into an affine scheme, 48, 57
l.c.i. (local complete

intersection), see local
complete intersection

of finite type, 87, 96, 96–111
of projective schemes, 53
of schemes, 45
open, 59, 145
projection, 78
projective, 83, 109
proper, 104–108, 111–113, 194
proper birational, 150, 371,

373, 408
purely inseparable, 200,

208–209, 292, 419, 532
quasi-compact, 58, 67, 96, 163,

188
quasi-finite, 97, 140, 151, 152,

155
quasi-projective, 110, 113, 152,

155
quotient, 41, 146
ramified, 291, 295
separable, 290
separated, 101–103
smooth, see smooth morphism
structural, 47
tamely ramified, 291, 301
universally closed, 104
unramified, see unramified

morphism
Moving lemma, 379
moving lemma, 380, 391, 429
multiplicative subset, 9
multiplicity

intersection multiplicity, 376
of a Cartier divisor, 260
of a cycle, 267
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multiplicity (continued)
of a hypersurface at a

point, 401
of an irreducible

component, 306, 352, 368,
392

N

Nagata ring, 340–341, 343, 371–372
Nagata scheme, 340, 356, 362
Nakayama’s lemma, 9
Néron model, 489, 494, 504

universal property, 490
Néron–Ogg–Shafarevich’s

criterion, 502
nilpotent, 28, 32
nilradical, 31, 60
node in a graph, 475
Noether’s normalization lemma, 29,

155
norm, 78, 272–274, 274
normal crossings, 378, 391, 474;

see also arithmetic surface
with normal crossings

strictly, 378
normal law, 493
normal ring, 115–123, 130, 133,

273, 344
normal scheme, 115–126, 130–131,

151, 201, 269, 339, 545
normalization, 119–126, 304, 343,

373, 534
and arithmetic genus, 305
and flatness, 136
by blowing-up, 341
in an extension, 120, 278
of a semi-stable

curve, 507–508, 529
Nullstellensatz, 30–31
number field, 58

ring of integers, 58, 70, 113,
139, 268, 454

O

open subscheme, 44

of an affine Dedekind
scheme, 123

ordinary double point, 311, 316,
483, 506, 526

split, 508, 514
ordinary multiple point, 311, 317,

521, 531
universal property, 317

P

parameters (regular system
of), 129

path, 471
Picard group, 193, 408, 538

and group of Cartier
divisors, 257, 261, 264

of a conic, 418
of a factorial domain, 274
of an affine line, 346
restriction to an open

subset, 401
torsion points, 300, 540

point
closed, see closed point
general, 65
generic, 64, 65
isolated, 56
of codimension 1, 118, 267
rational, see rational points
regular, 128
singular, 128
with value in an algebraic

extension, 92
poles, see divisor of poles
presheaf, 33

injective morphism, 35
morphism, 35
surjective morphism, 36

Prime avoidance lemma, 76
principal closed subset, 27, 75
principal open subset, 27, 51
projection

and base change, 81
from a center, 87, 246
to a component, 78
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projection formula, 190, 398, 399
projective space, 50
projective variety, 56
property local, on the base, 84
pure (dimension), 69

Q

quasi-coherent sheaf, 158
quasi-compact (topological

space), 33
quasi-section, 227
quotient

of a ringed topological space
by a group, 41
of a scheme by a group,

see scheme (quotient)
of an algebraic variety by an

algebraic group, 59

R

radical ideal, 63
radical of an ideal, 27
ramification

index, 265, 290
locus, 291, 347
point, 291

rational functions, see function field
rational map, 112, 347, 367, 494

domain of definition, 112
rational point, 147
rational points, 54, 388, 468, 498

and Galois extension, 93
are closed, 77
of a projective scheme, 54
of a subscheme, 49
of an affine scheme, 49

rational section of a sheaf, 266
reduction, 462

additive, 485
bad reduction, 462, 466
good, see good reduction
non-split multiplicative, 485
of rational points, 468
potential multiplicative, 499,

505

potential semi-stable, 499
semi-Abelian, 533, 542, 543,

551
semi-stable, see semi-stable

reduction
split multiplicative, 485
stable, see stable reduction

reduction map, 467–469, 481, 497
regular element, see regular

sequence
regular function, 44, 61, 66

extension of, 118
regular immersion, 228
regular locus reg(X)
regular ring–135, 337, 345
regular scheme, 128–134, 140–144

and branch locus, 347
and divisors, 271
and local complete

intersection, 232
birational morphism to a, 272
blowing-up, 325
embedding in a smooth

scheme, 226
is Cohen–Macaulay, 337
is universally catenary, 338
not smooth, 142

regular sequence, 228, 335
and flat base change, 338

regular system of parameters, 129
relative differential forms, 210;

see also differential forms,
dualizing sheaf

module of, 210–215, 219
sheaf of, 216–235, 529
universal property, 210

residue field, 11, 37, 46
resolution of singularities,

see desingularization
restriction

of a section, 34
of a sheaf, 34

restriction map, 34
Riemann hypothesis, 394
Riemann’s theorem, 279
Riemann–Roch theorem, 282–283
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ring
Artinian, 71
catenary, see catenary ring
Cohen–Macaulay, 337–345
excellent, see excellent ring
factorial, 130
graded, 20, 23, 135
local, 9
Nagata, see Nagata ring
normal, see normal ring
reduced, 60
regular, see regular ring
semi-local, 146, 344
universally catenary,

see universally catenary
ring

ringed topological space, 37
morphism, 38

(Rk), property, 338–345

S

S-scheme, 47
S-valuation, 354
scheme, 44

affine, see affine scheme
base, 47
catenary, see catenary scheme
Cohen–Macaulay, 338–346
connected, 66–67, 97, 111–112,

201, 208, 331;
see also geometrically
connected

Dedekind, see Dedekind
scheme

excellent, see excellent scheme
finite, 77
integral, 65
irreducible, 63;

see also geometrically
irreducible

local, 67
locally Noetherian, 55
Nagata, see Nagata scheme
Noetherian, 55
non-separated, 102

normal, see normal scheme
of connected

components, 496–497;
see also group of
components

of dimension 0, 77
projective, 53, 83
proper, 104
pure, see equidimensional
quasi-compact, 58–60, 67, 160
quasi-projective, 110, 114, 124,

171, 188
quotient, 59, 114, 124, 146,

526, 531
reduced, 60
regular, see regular scheme
separated, 101, 111
singular, 128
smooth, see smooth morphism
unibranch, 223
universally catenary,

see universally catenary
scheme

scheme-theoretic closure, 58
section

germ of a, 35
intersection with the special

fiber, 388
lifting, 224
of a fibered product, 81
of a presheaf, 34
of a scheme, 49
of a separated morphism, 111
with values in an extension, 81

Segre embedding, 109, 177
self-intersection, 383
semi-stable curve, 506, 510

dualizing sheaf, 509
graph, 511
local structure, 514, 531
quotient by a group, 526

semi-stable model, 515, 522
semi-stable reduction, 515, 518, 533

in characteristic 0, 536
separated topological space, 27
Serre duality, 236
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Serre’s criterion for affine
schemes, 187, 193

Serre’s criterion for normality, 339
sheaf, 34

ample, see ample sheaf
associated to a presheaf, 36, 39
coherent, see coherent sheaf
conormal, 229
constant, 39
direct image, 37, 163
direct limit, 192
dualizing, see dualizing sheaf
flasque, 191, 264
flat, 189
free, 173
generated by global

sections, 158, 169–171,
177–178, 286, 359, 440

higher direct image, 189
image, 37
inverse image, 37, 163
invertible, 165, 173
locally free, 173
normal, 229
of algebras, 34, 175
of graded algebras, 321
of homogeneous algebras, 321
of ideals, 38
of meromorphic functions, 255,

263–266
of modules, 157
of relative differential forms,

see relative differential
forms

of rings, 34
pull-back, 163
quasi-coherent, 158
quotient, 37
skyscraper, 40
stalk, 35
structure, 37
surjective morphism, 35
torsion-free, 174
twists, 166
very ample, see very ample

sheaf

σ-process, 395
(Sk), property, 338–345
smooth locus, 142, 224, 227, 494
smooth morphism, 142–148

and differentials, 222, 227, 230,
247

and lifting of rational
points, 224

and normality, 339
and quasi-sections, 227
and regularity, 142
embedding, 226, 407
local structure, 224, 226
smooth fibers, 352;

see also good reduction
special fiber, see closed fiber
specialization, 64, 467
spectral sequence, 196, 522
spectrum, 26
stable curve, 506, 510

automorphisms, 520, 529
dualizing sheaf, 510–511

stable model, 515
and canonical model, 518

stable reduction, 515, 523, 533
and base change, 520, 533
and covering, 544
and purely inseparable base

extension, 552
and semi-Abelian

reduction, 543
Deligne–Mumford’s

theorem, 533
extension realizing the stable

reduction, 551–552
of a Fermat curve, 548
potential, 543, 544, 547

Stein factorization, 208
strict transform, 324, 331, 402, 411
strictly normal crossings, 378
subgraph, 471, 483
subscheme, see closed subscheme

and open subscheme
subsheaf, 34
subvariety, 56
support, 173
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support (continued)
of a Cartier divisor, 260, 274
of a cycle, 267
of a sheaf, 40, 57

surface, 76, 317; see also arithmetic
surface

any proper regular algebraic
surface is projective, 413

rational, 427
ruled, 427

T

tamely ramified extension, 290,
545, 552

tangent map, 126, 133
and étale morphisms, 141

tangent space, 126, 134, 148
and étale morphisms, 140
and smooth morphisms, 143
embedding in a regular

scheme, 149
tensor algebra, 236
tensor product, 1

of algebras, 5
of linear maps, 3
universal property, 1

thickness, 515, 526, 530
topological group, 15

complete, 16
separated, 16

toric rank of a curve, 315, 317, 474,
521, 531, 555

torsion, 8, 198
torus, 313, 497, 504, 542
total ring of fractions, 255, 345
total transform, 355; see also strict

transform
totally ramified extension, 545
trace, 290

and duality, 243
translation, 490, 504
transversal intersection, 378, 383,

509; see also normal
crossings

U

uniformizing parameter, 66, 129
unipotent rank of a curve, 315,

474, 521
unique factorization domain, 115
universally catenary, 272
universally catenary ring, 333
universally catenary

scheme, 333–335, 356
universally closed, 104
universally injective, 208
unramified morphism, 139–145,

152, 221, 225
upper semi-continuity, 202–204

V

valuation, 107, 353
center, 354
discrete, see discrete valuation

ring
ideal, 107
normalized, 107
of the first kind, 354–356, 370,

371, 372
ring, 107

valuative criterion
of properness, 108
of separatedness, 104

van der Waerden’s purity
theorem, 272

vertical divisor, 350
very ample sheaf, 167, 169, 177

on P1
k, 281

on a blowing-up, 322, 327
on a cubic curve, 451
on a curve, 286, 287, 289, 301
on a fibered surface, 368
on a stable curve, 511
on an elliptic curve, 287

W

Weierstrass model, see elliptic
curve

Weierstrass point, 301, 303
Weil divisor, 268
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Weil’s theorem on rational maps
into a group scheme, 494

wildly ramified extension, 533

Z

Zariski closure, 57
Zariski tangent space, see tangent

space

Zariski topology, 27
Zariski’s connectedness

principle, 201
Zariski’s Main Theorem, 151
Zariski’s purity theorem, 347
zero divisor, 32, 253
zeros divisor, 269


